Year 2 Self Isolation Activities

Literacy

Oracy
Retell the story of Cinderella. You can
write it or tell it orally.

Numeracy

Number
Add and subtract two 2-digit numbers.
You could create these by rolling a dice
or choosing random number cards.

Knowledge and
Understanding
of the World

RE
Creative

Writing
Write a character description for
one of the characters in the story of
Cinderella.

Spelling
Practise your phonics
flashcards that were sent
home when we returned to
school after lockdown.
Can you write a word for each
sound?

Grammar
Can you write some sentences
ending with a exclamation mark or
a question mark. Remember to use
capita letters for nouns.

Multiplication
Time
Practise counting in 2s, 5s and 10s. Start from different numbers.
Practise telling the time. Can you
Write or say your 2/5/10 times tables.
read o’clock, quarter past, quarter
Pretend to be a kangaroo like we did in school. Decide whether your
to and half past.
jumps will be worth 2,5 or 10. Make some jumps and then say the
Draw some blank clocks and ask an
number sentence e.g. if your jumps are worth 5 and you make three
adult to say a time. Can you show
jumps you would say “three jumps of 5 is 15”
the correct time on them?
History
History
Science
Science
Choose a Welsh Castle to research.
Draw a castle or print one off the
Go on a materials hunt around
Create your dream wedding outfit,
Create a fact sheet all about it.
internet. Can you label all the parts
your home. Create a table to
label it to say what materials it is
of it?
say what the object is, what
made out of.
material it is made from and
what properties the material
has.
Read The Parable of Talents Matthew 25: 14-30 and write about your talent. Say how you could use your talent to help others.
Read The Good Samaritan Luke 10: 25-37. Think about why it is important to help others. Write a prayer about helping others.
Art
Art
PE
Draw a picture using different shapes
Choose a Welsh Castle and create a
Try a ‘Level up video game workout’ on You Tube, there are 4 levels
just like Paul Klee did when he created
pencil sketch of it. Do not add any
to choose from.
Castle in the Sun.
colour, press harder and softer to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DO-R5EfG_N4
shade areas in.

